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Instagram Stories
MWBGPEP
Crossing the Line
The Beer Cave
#Wastingwords
I’m Fine
Details
Potion
Calyxia
Floating
Another Day Was Done
Ray and Dot
Jolle and Faya - Homecoming
On My First Day In Town
Valentine’s Day Part 2
Valentine’s Day Part 1
A Crooked House
A Sad Girl In The Spring
What the Camera Doesn’t Show
Mud
On the Other Side
Forced Together
The Foxed Yelped
Traveled to Japan
He Said
The Lights Dimmed
Annabell and Faith
Natalia
Tea
She Sat in the Terminal
Pink

That’s the list of original 
short stories I’ve posted on In-
stagram in the last five months. 
I’ve also re-posted three older 
stories
November 1
December 5
January 6
February 10
March  8 + 3

I haven’t been writing this 
many stories a month since I 
stopped posting stories to my 
character blogs, which was back 
in May of 2011. I started in 
August of 2009. It feels like a 
lifetime ago.

Doing the blogs was harder 
than writing these short stories 
because it all had to come out of 
my head and all had to fit into 
the same world.

The Instagram stories are 
all inspired by someone else’s 
drawing or painting, and they 
have nothing to do with each 
other. 

I guess the Instagram stories 
are closer to the 750-word short 
story contests I use to do back in 
20012 and 2013, where we were 
given a prompt and a word limit.

This month I’m also doing 
another challenge call March 
Meet The Maker, where every 
day there is a different prompt 
to write about so that people can 
learn something about me.

These have been really fun, 
and I’ve been told it’s been fun 
reading them and getting to 
know me better, so I suggest to 
go over to Instagram and search 
for altivecer (that’s me) and 
check them out. 

While you’re there, you can 
start following me, give me 
some likes and leave a comment.
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Favorite to make
How I started
Flatlay
Tools & Materials
Details
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Less glam side
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Story behind my name
Me
Reducing waste
Hands at work
Photography
How I learned
Motivation/Goals
Workspace
What I’m working on
Mistakes or Lessons
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Design Process
Throwback
Proud of
Tips
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